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Notice
The last day to drop classes with
out penalty is Friday. Students name
must be removed from class roster
and student study list should be
signed and dated by instructor. The
last day to add classes is Feb. 13.
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Students give support
for dechaired Burnell

Colla’s Crusaders line Almaden

By Tom Buehner
Approximately 40 occupational
therapy students assembled in the S.U.
Almaden Room Thursday night to
vocalize their support for Dr. Diana
Burnell, recently removed as chairperson of the Occupational Therapy
Department.
Burnell was reassigned by President
John Bunzel as of Jan. 13, one week
after she refused to resign her post.
-Diana knows we’re behind her, and
that’s the important thing," stated
Laurel Anderson, student representative to the Occupational Therapy
Ray Laskowiiz
Department.
Avenue to protest halting of construction on state routes 85 and 87.
A student petition drawn up at the
meeting stated:
"Dr. Burnell has been removed as
chairperson of Occupational Therapy
Department without consultation of the
staff or explanation to those concerned.
"The students object to the arbitrary
construction that has already been manner in which this action was
started."
executed and the implications to our
education.
"In response to this action, we the
A supervisor from Able Caterers and
Vendors said that aside from the students
Support the faculty’s position on the
"unfinished work, there is a lot of work
reinstatement of Dr. Burnell as
that isn’t being done."
chairperson of the Occupational
Therapy Department,
Colla called the demonstration the
Request a full review and ex"frosting on the cake" in reference to
planation of her removal,
the 215 million freeway overpasses that
Support the faculty’s established
have been standing incomplete for the
right to select candidates for the
past four years.
position of chairperson."
Petition circulates
At one point Colla relinquished the
According to a spokesperson for the
platform to Ralph Ballmer, spokesman students, the petition is currently being
from the Modern Transit Society which circulated throughout the Occupational
was picketing Colla’s Crusade. Ballmer Therapy Department for student
stated that transit, not highways is signatures, after which copies will be
what the area needs. He termed the sent to Bunzel and Dean Stanley
highways a "concrete orgy." Ballmer Burnham of the School of Applied
Joe Colla
also proposed a tax on trucks which Sciences and arts.
Holmes a representative from brought several boos from the
Al Adami, a senior occupational
Freeman-Sondgroth Construction Co. audience.
therapy major, said he believes the
petition will be supported by a majority
At the conclusion of Colla’s speech, of the 185 occupational therapy students
The vice president of Raisch Painting
Co., Robert Greene, stated, "We’re all petitions for a two cents per gallon on campus.
concerned with the lack of work in increase on the now existing gas tax
"People that I’ve talked to expressed
construction. We want to complete the were circulated through out the crowd. the same views that were presented at

’Colla Crusade’ knocks Brown
By Ann Marie Huddon
Traffic was stopped and policemen
lined Almaden Avenue Sunday morning
as some 60 trucks and 200 demonstrators made their way to the uncompleted Guadalupe Freeway to
protest Gov. Jerry Brown’s decision
haulting construction on state routes 85
and 87.
The demonstration, headed by Joe
Colla, San Jose City Councilman, was
just the first step in a series of actions
to be initiated by a management, labor
and public coalition entitled "Colla’s
Crusade."
The parade, lead by a spirit of ’76
cement-mixer, included former city
manager A. P. "Dutch" Hamann and
representatives from various painting,
trucking and construction companies in
the county.
"We have 90,000 people out of work in
California in the construction field. This
whole thing is for the governor to get
the matching money moving with state
and federal governments," said Ted

Response
to memo
planned
By Adrienne Johnson
The American Association of
University
Professors
(AAUP)
executive committee decided last week
to send a letter to the administration in
response to a memorandum written by
Economics Department Chairman
James Willis.
The committee said Willis "improperly used the promotion, retention
and tenure procedure."
The committee meeting, held at the
Faculty Club, included four members
Dr. Arnold Schein, president; Dr.
Raymond Stanley, secretary; Dr. Clair
Jennett and Dr. Edward Minium.
The confidential memorandum,
written by Willis Feb. 8, 1974, and addressed to Dr. James Sawrey, dean of
the School of Social Sciences, argued
that tenure should be given to two
economics faculty members to give
"internal stability" to the department
in which "two distinct groups of
competing faculty" exist.
Willis, according to the memo, attempted to influence tenure decisions
on the basis of these faculty members
affiliations in the department.
The consensus of the executive
committee was that the Willis note,
published late last semester in the
Spartan Daily, was an illegal and unwise attempt to influence tenure
decisions on the basis of his colleagues’
political leanings.
This, they felt, was a violation of
promotion, retention and tenure
procedure, making it an AAUP matter
because the main concern of the
organization is to advance the standards, ideals and welfare of the
academic profession.
Schein will draft the letter, and it will
then be sent to the executive committee
for modification.
Lastly, the letter will come before the
AAUP membership and will be voted on
at the Feb. 24 meeting.
The letter will also contain some
adthe
concerning
questions
ministration’s actions in the Willis
matter, according to Schein.

’Ritchie Amendment’ ok’d

Merit favored over tenure
By Mary Vitakis
The California State University and
Colleges (CSUC) Board of Trustees
voted Jan. 29 in fayor of the controversial "Ritchie Amendment"
which provides layoff policies placing
the consideration of competency and
merit over tenure and seniority.
The resolution, introduced by Trustee
Jeannette Ritchie of Menlo Park, stated
"the Board of Trustees adopts in
principle that the eonsideration of
merit should be the paramount concern
in the establishment of layoff ,policies
and procedures..."
Ritchie’s motion contained two
parallel resolutions, one dealing with
academic personnel and the other nonacademic personnel. The vote concerning academic personnel was 11-3
for the resolution. The vote for nonacademic personnel was 12-1, with one
abstension.
United Professors of California
(UPC) members picketed the meeting
to protest the trustee proposal to
abolish seniority rights. They also were
protesting the refusal of Chancellor
Glenn S Dumke to meet and confer

regarding the Implementation of
faculty grievance procedures, according to Dr. Bud Hutchinson,
executive secretary for the UPC local.
Ritchie revised her resolution last
Thursday to delay action until the May
meeting to allow more time for input
from faculty and students, according to
Milton Frank, chancellor’s office
director of public affairs.
According to SJSU Academic Senate
chairwoman Mary Bowman, a submotion, introduced by Trustee Mary
Jean Pew of Los Angeles, was rejected
by the board. It recommended the
layoff proposals of the university and
college presidents, the statewide
Academic Senate, and the statewide
student organizations be submitted to
the Ad Hoc Committee on Procurement
and Retention of a Quality Faculty.
Bowman said the submission of
proposals to an established committee
already working on the concept of a
quality faculty represented a "key
difference" in procedure.
Dr. Robert Sasseen, SJSU dean of
faculty, said he "unequivically ap-

proved" the Board of Trustees’ decision
to study and get input on the resolution.
"The trustees have had all the input
they need," stated Hutchinson of the
UPC. "We have written letters to individual board members and the
faculty has testified at meetings during
the six weeks before the amendment
was presented."
The SJSU Academic Senate voted
Jan. 26 to support the statewide
Academic Senate’s opposition to the
resolution.
President John Bunzel had no
comment on the matter, according to
John McLain, university relations news
bureau manager.

the meeting," he said.
According to Adami, a wide range of
occupational therapy students were
present at the meeting.
Although the students support the
reinstatement of Burnell as chairperson, Adami stated, he sees little
hope of that.
"From what! know about Dr. Bunzel,
he does not change his mind," Adami
pointed out.
June Eisgrou, an occupational
therapy lecturer and faculty spokeswoman at the meeting, stated although

Acting chairperson
proposal rejected
By Kathy Manzer
The Occupational Therapy Department remains unchaired although the
faculty submitted its recommendation
for acting chairperson more than a
week ago to Dean Stanley Burnham of
the School of Applied Sciences and Arts.
On Jan. 22 the occupational therapy
faculty recommended Anne Murany, a
tenured faculty member and former
department chairperson, for the
position.
But in a meeting last Tuesday,
Burnham told Murany that the
recommendation was unacceptable to
him, and that he wanted Virginia
Tooper, of Special Education, to be
acting chairperson.
Murany said she and the two other
faculty members present walked out of
the meeting after telling Burnham that
bringing in Tooper "would not be in the
best interest of the department."
Dr. Diana Burnell, who was removed
from the chair over the semester break
after refusing to resign her post, said,
"The department has the right to chose
their chairperson. If our recommendation is not acceptable, we should
be allowd to i ’commend someone
else."
Burnell explained that the occupational therapy faculty does not
want Tooper as acting chairperson
because, "We would like to see
someone from within the department in
that position."
According to an administrator who
preferred to remain anonymous,
Tooper, a registered occupational
therapist, was to be named to the post
last Thursday, but President John

By Nick Baptista
Coors beer will probably be removed
before the end of the semester from the

to students postponed
provisions of various sections of the
Health and Safety Code relating to
discrimination in housing.
Six sections of this code would have
the phrases "of student status" and "or
being a student" added to state
guarantees against practice of
discrimination because of race, color,
religion, national origin and ancestry.

s
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Berman’s bill has already passed the
Assembly by 41-26 and the Senate Local
Government Committee on a 4-1 vote.
The bill is expected to pass the
Finance Committee next week, according to Berman’s office.

Bunzel decided there had not been
"adequate faculty consultation" to
make the appointment.
Burnell, who said she was not told
why she was asked to resign, has
requested a hearing in the chancellor’s
office on the ground that required
procedure was not followed.
A letter from her attorney to the
chancellor
charges
that
her
reassignment
was.
’’arbitrary,
capricious, without cause, and totally
without due process."
The letter also states that "it was
Dean Burnham who precipitated the
reassignment of Dr. Burnell less than
one month after having been outvoted
by the promotion committee."
Burnell was notified in December,
1975 that the promotion committee of
the School of Applied Sciences and Arts
voted to recommend her for promotion
to associate professor.
Burnham, the letter states, forwarded Burnell’s dossier with his
"independent evaluation and a
statement
not
recommending
promotion."
A copy of the letter has been sent to
Bunzel.
Meanwhile, the Academic Senate has
asked Bunzel to reply before Feb. 7 to a
resolution asking that he reconsider his
removal of Burnell as chairperson of
occupational therapy.
The Congress of Faculty Associations
has come out in support of the
resolution.
Concerned occupational therapy
students are circulating a petition
urging the reinstatement of Burnell. It
will be forwarded to Bunzel.

CBC claims changes
won’t help Pub profit

Housing act extension

Action in the Senate Finance Committee on a bill to give students
protection under the Rumford Fair
Housing Act was postponed until next
Monday because of lack of support.
Assemblyman Howard L. Berman,
D-Sherman Oaks, sponsor of AB. 744,
decided to wait on his presentation
before the higher committee because of
a poor turnout of supporting senators at
their meeting yesterday, according to
Berman’s office.
The measure, co -sponsored by
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, DSan Jose, and four others, will extend to
students in California the protective

the faculty was displeased with the way
it was done, Bunzel’s removal of
Burnell was legal.
Eisgrou restated the fact that the
chairperson serves "at the pleasure of
the president."
Although the faculty would like to see
Burnell reinstated, Eisgrou said, the
main thrust of their argument is to be
allowed to nominate candidates for
vacant office.
Eisgrou pointed out that Burnham
would still have the right to reject these
nominations.

Winter hibernation begins
the first week of school has already proven to be too much for Phil Faille,

Spartan Pub due to its 29,000 loss last
semester, predicted J. Michael Gonzales, spokesman for the Coors Boycott
Coalition (CBC).
Gonzales said he doesn’t believe the
recent remodeling, the rise in the prices
of beer, shorter hours and better food
service will help the Pub turn a profit.
He said the remodeling was "a
needless spending of money."
Geoff Ely, student representative to
the Spartan Shops board of directors,
which directs the Pub, said he believes
the recent changes in the Pub will make
up the loss.
Ely said he is not in favor of taking
Coors out of the Pub because it is a
popular beer and believes the choice of
beer should be an individual’s.
"The Pub’s success is what I’m
concerned with," he said.
If the sale of Coors was definitely
hampering the Pub’s business, Ely
said, "I would vote to have it
removed."
If the recent changes to the Pub don’t
work, the board may be willing to
reconsider its stand on the Coors issue,
he said.
Gonzales said, "’Die board members
are fooling themselves if they don’t
think it was the boycott that’s affected
business."
He said, CBC has increased its
membership and is approaching liquor
stores around campus asking them to
drop Coors.
The CBC is boycotting the sale of
Coors beer at the Pub because of the
Adolph Coors Company’s alleged
failure to meet affirmative action
policies.
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opinion
Students, instructors need solid
green sheet policy from Senate
On Jan. 26 the Academic Senate pigeonholed a resolution
that would, if it had been approved, have rubbed out a major
headache for students and the Academic Fairness Committee AFC).
If the Senate had approved the measure, SJSU instructors
would have been required to submit mandatory green sheets
to students.
On the surface, the resolution looked ripe for approval. The
AFC had obliged Academic Vice President Hobert Burns to
submit it as a move to clarify investigations of grade change
’petitions.
A. Roy Young, political science department chairman,
noted the requirement would insure that students would be
aware of what’s expected of them.
This is hardly a stifling requirement, but many professors
saw it as an infringement on their academic freedom and
sent the measure to a 16-11 defeat.
Several had feared it would interfere in the classroom
conduct of instructors since some courses are not complex
and thus, don’t require a green sheet.
This may be true, but when the resolution failed, it left
SJSU with the same old "permissive" green sheet policy as
before.
Burns pointed out the measure would have only mandated
an explanation of grading practices, office hours, course prerequisites and make-up policy.
This hardly seems to be an infringement on anyone’s
academic or otherwise. While many instructors
freedom
honestly voted to protect themselves, they ended up hurting
their students in two important areas.

editorial
First, unwary students may end up not knowing an important requirement of the class until after the drop deadline
has passed. This keeps them in the class and in mystery until
they can do nothing about it.
Second, if the unfortunate student receives a punishing
grade and appeals to the AFC, there is little the committee
can do without a detailed green sheet to help them in the
investigation.
A green sheet, or syllabus, is, in many respects, a contract
between the instructor and the student. Both parties have a
right to know what’s expected of them during the first few
class meetings.
Many students questioned in a recent Spartan Daily random survey agreed with a policy that mandates a detailed
green sheet. It is their right to be knowledgeable of every
important aspect of any class.
An instructor who thinks he can get around it is only buying
trouble from his students.
Many instructors realize this and have doled out green
sheets without question. Students also tend to stay in a class
where they are fully aware of what’s expected of them.
The Academic Senate should reconsider its unfortunate
and unwise action of eight days ago and give the average
student and the AFC a hand by bringing forth a strong green
sheet policy.

Big money delivers ’Spirit of ’76’
By Jim Jones
In case you’ve been vacationing in
Siberia, be advised that America’s
200th birthday is coming up this July 4.
You’d have to travel at least to
Siberia to escape the year-long blitz of
bicentennial promotion.
It’s fitting for Americans to appreciate and celebrate the beginning of
their nation’s third century. Our society
has serious flaws, but it has at least
attempted to achieve ideals other
societies never dreamed of.
Keeping that in mind, it is saddening
to see the occasion exploited for purposes of profit. Who can take the spirit
of ’76 with a straight face when some
huckster invokes it to hustle top-loading
washing machines?
Honest bicentennial celebrations are
obscured by a rancid tide of advertisements linking patriotism with
materialism. Every sales pitch seems
to have the word "bicentennial" in it
somehwere.
The lure of big money has attracted
hungry swarms of chiselers, operators
and ad men. All of them are more than
happy to present to us (for a small fee)
Bicentennial Beer, bicentennial fur-

staff
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niture sales, bicentennial toilet seats
and other travesties on true patriotism,
each in worse taste than the one
preceeding it.
As far as I’m concerned, the ultimate
in bicentennial tackiness resides at the
SJSU campus this very moment.
If the Constitution represents
America’s high ideals, this object
represents the sleazy mentalities of
some of its citizens. I am referring to a
bicentennial pinball machine.
This artifact sits with other machines
in a little room near the Spartan Pub.
When a friend told me about it, I had to
visit the scene to see if such a
"grotesquerie" could exist.
It does. While I have nothing against
pinball in general, to think that
somebody saw the bicentennial as just
another way to pry quarters out of the
pinball public is a bit depressing.

This contrivance is called "The Spirit
of ’76." It sports a garish mural of
frontiersmen, astronauts and drips
covered wagons down each side. The
challenge in this game is to knock down
eight panels spelling out "1776" and
"1976."
It’s nothing but good clean fun, folks.
I object to bicentennial commercialization because it robs an important
celebration of its dignity. It should be
remembered, though, that such
commercialization carries through to
every holiday we observe in this
country, national, religous or otherwise.
Ours is a culture which makes
mockeries of its own celebrations.
Between now and July 4, I have no
doubt every used car salesman from
here to Tuscaloosa will hang up red,
white and blue plastic bunting and
declare a "Bicentennial Clearance
Sale" to better push his aging lemons
on a wary public.
The bicentennial, or any holiday, is a
state of mind. Don’t let the hucksters
make you cynical. Give them all the
attention and respect they deserve.
Namely, none.

Boycott affects Pub’s income
By Steve Wright
The Spartan Pub ran into difficulty
almost immediately after opening its
doors last September and ended its first
semester of operation $9,000 in the hole.
Coors beer, which has been in the
center of controversy for nearly a
decade over discrimination allegations,
helped the Pub attain this deficit.
Harry Wineroth, manager of Spartan
Shops which operates the Pub, told a
Spartan Daily reporter before the beer
bar’s grand opening last fall that if
there were any complaints about Coors,
the beer would go.
Well, the objections came.
Spurred on by a federal suit filed
against the Golden, Colo, company for
allegedly failing to comply with affirmative action policies, a group
formed called the Coors Boycott
Coalition CRC).
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Its goal was to inform university
people of the alleged discriminatory
practices of the Adolph Coors Co.
Despite CRC protests, Wineroth
elected to delegate the decision of
answering the CRC request to the
Spartan Shop board of directors.
After listening to Coors representatives from Colorado and members of
the CBC, the board of directors decided
to continue the sale of Coors.
At the last meeting of the board in
December, Wineroth asked it to let him
take Coors out of the Pub. He told the

directors that Pub employees and
management thought the protest was
having an effect on sales.
Later it was learned that the boycott
affected sales to the tune of $9,000.
Coors was not the only reason for this
dip into the red, but was certainly a
contributing factor.
It is obvious that Coors is keeping out
customers the Pub can’t afford to exclude. Few go into the Pub solely for
Coors, yet many don’t enter because
Coors is there.
Although prices have been adjusted
and the interior remodeled, what the
Pub needs is customers to make up that
large deficit.
It has already been seen that if sales
don’t go well, the prices are raised at
the Pub. By removing Coors, the Pub’s
customer and sales transactions would
certainly rise.

The world hates a giant as well
By Robert Burns
It ain’t easy being green, it ain’t easy
.being left-handed and it certainly ain’t
easy being tall.
Tall people face discrimination in
clothing stores, small cars and low
doorways.
The world is not facing the future.
People are getting taller, not shorter.
The nation’s average height has been
Increasing for many years.
According to the Los Angeles Times,
in 20 years eight-foot basketball players
will be as common as seven-footers are
today.
So why does it take a private
detective to find a store that carries a
pair of pants long enough?
The tall men’s stores are no help. If
the quality isn’t poor, the styles are.
The clothes only fit in length, being too
big everywhere else.
The tall woman has even a worse
time finding clothes.

k
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Contrary to the stereotype, being tall
does not make her an Amazon poised
for battle.
People always interchange big and
tall. They are not synonymous. Tall is
not the same as big just as short is not
petite.
Another misconception is that tall
people are always good at sports. This
can be disastrous since people tend to
turn ugly when you don’t perform to
their preconceived notions.
Of all the things tall people have to
face, the jokes are the worst. I could not
even estimate how many times I’ve
heard, "How’s the weather up there?"

People could be more considerate. I
have never said to a short person, "Why
don’t you grow up."
It isn’t that tall people are the only
ones with size problems. Short people
have them, too.
It must be terrible to wake up in the
morning with your feet right under your
head, to be constantly told to stand up
when you are, and to be the last to know
when it’s raining.
But if you’re short and unhappy about
it, there are ways to increase height,
such as lifts and platform shoes.
For tall people, there is an operation
which can take off a few inches, but
unfortunately, it only works on the legs
and after having it you could probably
touch your toes without bending over.
Tall people are the wave of the future.
The height comes from better health
and nutrition. So if you’re tall, climb
into your VW bug, tuck your knees
under your chin, and drive off in pride.

other ideas
Dickert’s inaccurate, uninformed
on Econ mess and uninvited
Editor:
In the Fall semester’s last issue of the
Spartan Daily, Paul Dickert, visiting
professor of Social Sciences, attempted
to defend Mark Stanford’s behavior at a
widely publicized curriculum meeting
in the Economics Department.
Apart from the substance of his
defense, Professor Dickert admitted
that his knowledge of affairs in the
Economics Department was "little"
and that his information on Stanford’s
verbal behavior was hearsay. The
merit of Dickert’s involvement is
further obscured by the inaccuracy of
his information.
Dickert strongly implies that I overstated the case against Stanford and,
furthermore, that Stanford’s behavior
certainly should not have justified
seeking his removal from the meeting.
With regard to the implied overstatement, I had no reason to overstate
the case against Stanford.
In fact, I would never have written
my letter had Stanford not written his.
But after his hypocritical, self-serving
and factually incomplete and incorrect

letter appeared in the Daily, all I had to
do was to relate the actual events which
several of us observed.
My letter was not an overstatement,
but it may have appeared so to Dickert
because Stanford’s letter was such a
gross understatement of his own
behavior.
Dickert says that he "understands"
that Stanford’s swearing consisted of
letting slip the word "hell." Dickert
may correctly "understand" that bit of
information, but the information is
wrong. Stanford was "boisterously
swearing," just as I said in my letter.
My description conveyed not only the
content of Stanford’s remarks, but the
manner in which he said them.
As for the attempt to remove Stanford, it would not have occurred had
just the word hell "slipped" from
Stanford’s mouth. My evidence for such
a statement is based on another of
Stanford’s performances this time at
an Economics Department meeting of
December 9.
At one point in the meeting Stanford
asked to speak. After relating his

Anti-Shah protests
led by ’princelings’
Editor:
This is in reply to Mr. or Ms. Anon
who apparently didn’t fully understand
my review of the comedy group, "Free
Political Prisoners in Iran."
I fully agree that political prisoners
are a very serious subject. That is what
makes the show so funny.
Imagine trying to free political
prisoners by handing out leaflets and
little buttons.
If that isn’t funny, then nothing is.
As for the concern of the people you
observed, I can only suggest that you
look again and this time with open eyes.
According to information from the
Foreign Student Councelors Office, it
costs each of the approximately 175
Iranian students at least $20,000 to
attend four years of school at SJSU.
That is a very generous figure
because it estimates only $3,300 per
year for food and shelter. I’ll let them
have the benefit of the doubt for I
wouldn’t want to hurt any feelings.
Who in Iran a Monarchy has that
kind of money? Not goat herders, that’s
for sure.
Princelings and those in their employ
are the only ones with $20,000 in loose
cash laying around to send people to
school here.
So now we have a terribly Shah oppressing all those people and at the
same time letting little revolutionaries
out of Iran to learn something.
That does not compute.
Either the Shah is oppressive or there
are Iranian students here at SJSU
advocating revolution. Since both you
and I have seen the students here, the
conclusion is obvious.

Of course, there is always the
possibility that these princelings are
going to try for a palace coup.
Now do you see why the show is so
funny? Who can possibly believe that
prisoners can be freed in Iran by
handing out leaflets and buttons in San
Jose?
I know I can’t change your mind, but
if you feel that strongly about the
"message" contained in the comedy
skit, then go to Iran, get a gun and start
freeing anyone who will let you. Good
luck.
Michael Dutton
History Senior

Kid’s stuff
Editor:
The editor’s note that was tacked on
the bottom of Rodi Shemetra’s rebuttal
to a staff comment was nothing short of
childish.
The same effect would have been
gained by having the author of the
maligned comment ( who is also, by
chance, the Opinion Page editor) stick
his tongue out at Ms. Shemeta.
Newspapers begin with a very poor
public image no one likes anything
they do. But this is all the more reason
to avoid blatantly unprofessional
conduct.
The purpose of an editorial page is
usually to inform, educate or even
propagandize. It should not engage in
childish feuding or retorts.
Karen Minkel
Journalism Senior

views, he remarked that the students
wanted to know what the hell was going
on in the Economics Department.
None of the faculty even flinched,
much less ask that he be removed.
Therefore, since I witnessed Stanford’s
boisterous swearing at the meeting of
the Curriculum Committee (and the
response of some faculty members)
and, additionally, since I witnessed his
casual remark at a meeting of the
Department (and the non-response of
all faculty members), I want Dickert to
know two things: Stanford said more
than "hell"; had he just "let slip" such
a remark, there would have been no
confrontation.
The major point of Dickert’s letter
was to deny that sexism was a
motivating factor in Stanford’s
behavior toward Chairperson Betty
Chu. Supposedly, the denial was based
on Stanford’s elective enrollment in
Dickert’s class in human sexual
evolution (co-sponsored by Women’s
Studies).
However, I do not believe that
Dickert’s denial necessarily follows
from the fact of Stanford’s enrollment.
From the information about Stanford’s role in Dickert’s class, I, too,
might infer that Stanford was a "strong
feminist." However, those imputed
credentials would not have prevented
me from inferring ( as I said in my
letter to the Daily) that size and sex
were important considerations in explaining Stanford’s abusive behavior
toward Professor Chu (a small female)
on the one hand and his silent behavior
toward Dean Sawrey and the Campus
Security (large males) on the other.
I see no difficulty in reconciling these
two inferences. After all, Stanford’s
actions are not always consistent (his
behavior at the Curriculum Committee
meeting, in contrast to his description
of it in his letter to the Daily, is an
example.)
Dickert wrote that Stanford showed
"courage." But I’ve indicated in this
reply that Dickert was both uninformed
and misinformed about Stanford’s
behavior. As for Dickert’s "wondering"
about the professors who called for
outside help, I wonder about the
motivations of an uninvited outsider
who, with incomplete and incorrect
information, feels obliged to offer
public comments on the judgment of
his colleagues.
Notwithstanding my irritation at the
misrepresentations in Dickert’s letter,
I can appreciate one feature of it: the
timing. By publishing on the last day of
classes, perhaps Professor Dickert felt
that the semester break would yield
him the last word and, simultaneously,
preclude my response.
Fortunately for him, it has not.
Instead, the intent of this letter is to reopen the issue for a semester’s worth of
interchange.
If Dickert thinks he’s got anything to
say (informed or otherwise), at least
I’ve given him all semester to involve
himself with the affairs of the
Economics Department.
Marvin Snowbarger
Professor of Economics
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Oil industry protest
holds off installation
of new gas nozzles
By Randy Frey
"I put 24 gallons of gas into
a Pinto yesterday," said
Chris Standing of the City
Center Texaco station on
South First Street.
That’s a pretty good trick,
since West Valley Ford in
San Jose reports Pintos can
hold only 12 gallons at a
time.
Standing really didn’t
pump 24 gallons into the car.
The new state -mandated
vapor-saving gas nozzle used
at his station just sucked 12
gallons back into the storage
tank.
The new nozzles are all the
result of a campaign by the
Environmental
Protection
Agency to recover 90 per
cent of the vapors commonly
released into the atmosphere
every time a motorist fills
up.
Originally the EPA insisted all gas station owners
install the devices by the
first of the year, when AB
2293 proposed by Assemblyman Jerry Lewis, R-San

Bernardino, became law.
Installation delayed
But the oil industry does
not see eye to eye with the
EPA, and protests have
pushed back the mandatory
installation date to Feb. 7.
An employe of Spartan
Gas on Fourth Street, who
asked not to be identified,
said his station will install
the new nozzles next month
at a cost of more than $1,000.
He added the consumer is
going to have to suffer, and
when asked if this meant
higher gas prices he replied,
"not right away."
But for most gas station
owners the expense of the
new device is the least of
their worries.
"I have spilled more gas in
the last week than I did all
last year," said Texaco’s
Standing, and it’s because
these things only work the
way they are supposed to on
about 50 per cent of the
cars."
Loses gas
Al Smith, City Center

sexual,
cultural
and
economic groups within San
Jose.
Lazo said he feels he was
chosen as a commissioner
because of his former police
work
and his
ethnic
background. He is of
Filipino -Japanese -Chinese
descent.
According to Lazo, one of
the services the commission
offers to employers is
awareness courses to help
them develop sensitivity to
the needs of minority employes.
"One of the things the
commission is looking into at

Texaco owner, said he has
lost 500 per cent more gas
due to spillage since he was
ordered to install the new
nozzles in early December.
Problems occur most
frequently
when
the
automatic shut-off on the
nozzle clicks and the gas
stops flowing. Traditionally
a station attendent will top
off the tank by pumping
more gas by hand until the
tank is filled or the charge is
rounded off.
But the new nozzles contain a rubber seal that
surrounds the opening to the
car’s tank and is supposed to
keep fumes from leaving
either the car or the pump.
"When the automatic fill
kicks off you have to break
the seal before topping the
tank," Smith said.
"If you don’t pull it out it
will just turn right around
and go back into the storage
tank, but the price continues
to ring up."
Stations stuck
"Texaco and Union were

Spartan Dail:*
Serving the San Jose State
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Since 1134
Second class postage paid at Sar,
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Jose, California
California Newspaper Publisher,
’Association and the Associated
Press. Published daily by San Jos,
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l’hone 277 3101 Advertising 27)
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national or state monument,
according to Lilyan Brannon, executive director of the
80-member group.
The rechannelization is
necessary, however, said
George Kolbay, engineer for
the Santa Clara Valley
Water District, because
there is a "one per cent
chance of serious flooding
every year."
The project, the cost of
which is estimated at $10
million, calls for channelization of one bank and
cxcavation and relandscaping of the other bank,
said Kolbay.
The construction will begin
at Highway 17 near the San
Jose Municipal Airport and
continue to the north end of
the Almaden Valley.
However, the proposal is
still "up in the air" and the
water district is trying to
determine what the community feelings are, said
Kolbay.
He added that this
proposal is separate from
the four -lane Guadalupe
Parkway project.
She said she is in favor of
the city’s original idea in

On-campus job interviews
begin this week for Spring
1976 graduates.
The interviews, which
start Feb. 4 and run through
April, will be conducted in
the Career Planning and
Placement Center.
"I really feel good about
this semester," confided
Margaret Wilkes, business
adviser for Career Planning
and Placement. With the
upswing in the economy the

the only ones who installed
the nozzles right away, and
now we’re stuck with them,"
said Smith, who fears
current protests will push
back the mandatory installation date even further.
Julien Felton, an employe
at the Mobil station at
Market and San Carlos
Streets, said his station does
not have the pumps and
won’t have them until it

absolutely has to.
Another local gas station
employe reported customers
leaving because of the slow
service caused by the
pumps.
"I can’t pump gas and
check the oil or clean the
windshield at the same time,
because on many cars you
have to hold the pumps in
your hand for the whole fill-

Circle K, a service
organization, meets at 12:30
today in the Almaden Room
of the Student Union.
is e
Women in Administration

S..

present is the hiring practices of large department
stores in San Jose," Lazo
said.
Lazo, who earned his B.S.
in 1973 and M.A. in 1975 at
SJSU, has been teaching law
enforcement courses in the
Administration of Justice
Department for two years.

1948 to make the river area
into a large park with
recreational facilities.
If the final decision is to go
ahead with construction
work on the Guadalupe
River, Brannon said the
UNC would make "if not a
legal challenge, at least a
public challenge."
The UNC was incorporated
in 1969 as a nonprofit,
educational organization, to
provide an umbrella for local
environmental groups.

Student reaction to the
interviews has been "great"
as a large number of
students attended the preinterview orientations held
Jan. 28 and 29.

Webb3 Inc
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

Barry Allen

Installation of the new gas nozzle required by the EPA is being opposed by the oil industry.

The SJSU Faculty Club
hosts former Rockefeller
Commission
member
William W. Schwarzer, at
8:00 tonight, 408 S. 8th St.

Douglas Lazo

office is hearing from more
employers than in the past,
she said, adding that this
also indicates that employers are becoming more
"aware of San Jose State
University."

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

"I have five or six people a
day leave because I can’t get
to them right away. They
just go somewhere else
where they can get faster
service," said Smith.

Library tours will be offered Monday through
Friday, Feb. 2 through 13 at
10:30, 1:30 and 2:30 inside the
front door of the Central
Wing.

of Justice will hold a meeting
at 2:00 in
MH 510.
Arrangements for the upcoming Criminology Conference in San Diego will be
discussed.

S..

The Baha’i Student Forum
will hold the first of its
weekly fireside meetings at
8:00 tonight in the Pachecho
Room, Student Union.

I
SJSU Shotokan Karate
Club meets 3:30 Wednesday
and Friday in PER 280. All
interested students are
welcome to attend.

A discussion on the Angola
situation will be held at 7:30
tonight in the Umunhurn
Room, Student Union.

e
Business or Economics
students interested in a
internship are
foreign
welcome to attend AIESEC
meeting at 4:00 p.m

24 Hour Service on Black and
White Developing and Printing,
Kodachrome Movies and Slides.
66 S. FIRST, DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
99 N REDWOOD, SAN JOSE eaLlowtTorti:
1084 LINCOLN AVE., WILLOW GLEN
479 UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO

"It wouldn’t be so bad if
the damn things worked,"
said the Texaco owner.
"More fumes enter the air
from the gas I spill than ever
did before."

Wednesday, Feb. 4, in BC
004.
S..
Through the SJSU Career
Planning and Placement
Office, the San Jose Police
Department will be on
campus Wednesday to answer questions concerning a
career in law enforcement.
All interested come to
Building Q-Room 2 from 10-2
p.m.
;:
.::
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Ecologists fight for river
United
New
Conservationists (UNC ) is still
continuing its fight with San
,Jose to prevent the partial
channelization of a portion of
.the Guadalupe River.
The channelization is
being opposed by the UNC
because a portion of the river
to be excavated is the s. ’c of
California’s first civil setflement in 1777.
. If that portion of the river
can be retained in its natural
4tate it may qualify as a

11 IL P ige

Job interviews
start this week

Prof appointed
to commission
SJSU graduate Douglas T.
Lazo, assistant professor in
ithe Administration of Justice
’Department, has been appointed to the Human
Relations Commission by the
San Jose City Council.
The Human Relations
Commission handles complaints from the community
concerning housing, employment, police-community
relations, education and
handicaps.
According to Lazo, the
, commissioners
try
to
!promote understanding and
alleviate tension among
racial, religious, national,

3

114 each

FROM LOOSE ORIGINALS
IBMself service
5Ort minimumfree sorting
This price valid between 5 and 8 pm only
Overnight service -3d each

KOPI SYSTEMS
anta Clara 294 0600
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SAN JOSE ART

PAINT & WALLPAPER
87 VALLEY FAIR CENTER
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-

STEVENS
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The executive committee
of the AAUP will meet at
noon today in the Faculty
Club Library.

You don’t have to
go to the U. of Mexico
to get a good taco. ,

e
The
SJSU
Geology
Department presents
Howard Wilshire from the
U.S. Geological Survey,
12:30 Wednesday in Duncan
Hall 306.

BEST PICTURE!
Golden Globe Awards
(nomination)

The Magic of Bergman. The Magnificence of Mozart
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New V irk

Vincent Cinhy
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"THE MAGIC OF BERGMAN
DAZZLES Exquisite."

You can get one right near the campus.
A zesty, crispy, crunchy taco.
And if you want something to go along with it, order our
crispy, crunchy onion rings.
And a Coca-Cola.’
They add up to a fast course in economics.

"MAGIC ALL THE WAY...
A TOTAL TRIUMPH."
Ne.w-. !;..rvi(
Invites you to Meet

BUD PODUSKA
Instructor at De Anza College
Author of

YOU CAN COPE
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Oldies, goodies rock Pub PSA tells

and

entertainment
Kinks start tour

English band
plays at Civic
By Heidi k an Zant
The Kinks began their 1976
American tour Friday night
with a show that illustrated
their evolution from a
standard rock band to a
complex group blending
music and visual effects.
This English group has
developed a visual potential
new to the rock scene,
making for a complete,
exciting performance.
The Kinks opened their
two-hour show at the threefourths full San Jose Civic
Auditorium with some of
their older songs, including
the hits "All Day and All of
the Night," "You Really Got
Me," and "Lola."
This segment satisfied the
crowd’s desire for nostalgia,
as the Kinks got the audience
excited by quickly moving
through these rock ’n rollers.
The group changed pace
with their satirical ballads
and
"Alcohol"
"Everybody’s a Star,"
showing off lead singer Ray
Davies.
The first half of the show

Vida well presented and
enjoyable, but only a prelude
to what the band has become
with their most recent
album, "Schoolboys in
Disgrace."
After a brief introduction,
the Kinks played and acted
out their new album, in an
incredible balance of music,
message, voice and visual
effects.
"Schoolboys" picks up on
a theme from one of the
Kinks’
past
albums,
"Preservation Hall Band
Acts I and II," the story of
Mr. Flash Ray Davies) and
his evil doings in Preservation City.
"Schoolboys" goes back
into Mr. Flash’s childhood
and tries to explain why he is
evil.
Lead singer Davies captivated the house with his
drunken, easy style of
singing and the visual effects
filled in the gaps between
songs.
The Kinks played what the
crowd seemed to want to
hearthe best of the old
songs and all of the new ones.

last semester.
"I only have a $50-a -week
budget, which covers entertainment and advertising.
That’s the reason for the
charge,"
cover
$1.50
Emerick said.

Although the pub has been
open since last Monday, this
was the first night live music
was provided.

He explained that all the
cover money goes directly to
the band.
"We don’t guarantee any
amount to the band. If a
thousand people came here,
the band would get it all," he
said.

"We hope to have a band
every Friday night," stated
pub
Emerick,
Mike
manager.
Approximately 90 people,
mostly students, enjoyed the
show Daddy-0 put on in the
180-person capacity pub’s
comfortable surroundings.
Playing all "oldies but
goodies," from the late 50’s
to early 60’s, the bands six
members were dressed in
outfits to match the era.
Bunny Aro,

The Daddy -0 may not he oldies but their Spartan Pub performance was a good ii

Talk scheduled
on Harry Partch
"Once upon a time
There was a little ho’,,
And he went outside."
To Harry Partch, a
composer best-known for his
original instruments with a
43-tone octave, he was that
little boy.
Partch went outside the
300-year-old
symphonic
tradition creating his own
music from stringed and

Auditions
slated for
comedy

percussive instruments.
Tonight at 7:30 in the SJSU
Concert Hall, Danlee Mitchell will lecture on the late
composer’s works.
Mitchell was a friend of
Partchs and the president of
the Harry Partch Foundation.
A San Diego State
University faculty member,
Mitchell has directed one of
Partch’s major works,
"Delusion of the Fury," a
ritual of dream and delusion,
in 1971.
Mitchell plays all of the
composer’s 25 major instruments and had worked
with him in several of his
concerts.

for
Auditions
"Mademoiselle Colombe," a
romantic comedy by Jean
Anouilh, will be held from
2:30 to 4:15 p.m. today and
Thursday, in Speech and
Drama 226.
The play, part of a
master’s project for director
June Richards, has parts for
five women and 10 men.

By Therese Beaver
Off to a lively start, the
Spartan Pub held its "official
entertainment
opening" Friday night to the
sounds of Daddy-0, a local
band.

Jive M.111501

Roland Shutt, KSJS pi ogratn director.

Tonight’s lecture is free
Mitchell will again lecture
on Partch at 8:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday in the
San Jose Center of the
Performing Arts. Tickets
are $7.50, $6.50 and $5.50 at
the San Jose Box Office.

Members of the band were
garbed in everything from
black leather pants and
jackets, to jeans, sleeveless
inside-out sweat shirts, and
white dinner jackets. Dark
sunglasses and slicked-back
hair was part of their appearance.
As an added treat,
periodically each of the
members would jump to the
dance floor, bounce to their
knees, do fancy push-ups,
spring into the air and
perform other acrobatics
feats.
Kathy
According
to
graduate
a
Schaeffer,
student, "The band is very
theatrical."
Schaeffer added that the
prices have increased since

San Jose State to
ry times

a day.

- _________ - - -

,-

,

,

Emerick said it was
important for the pub to
build a reputation as a lively
place to go.
"It’s hard to build a
reputation overnight, he
added, "however, a college
audience is a good one to
play for because it’s good
exposure for the band."

TM

LENSES THAT CHANGE

This semester the pub will
be open Monday through
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 8
p.m. and Friday from 11
a.m. to 1:30 a.m.
A special Valentine’s Day
dance will be held Saturday,
Feb. 14 from 9 p.m. to 1:30

CAMIRA ONE
366 S First St 294-1800

sUNSENSOR Is a trademark of Comm Glass Works
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THE BREAD BOX
Bread & Bagel Shop

478 S. 101ht-6t.

29-4-2112

SunSensor Lenses
Darken and Lighten
as you move in and
out of the sun

SALE
Regular $12.95

8.95

10th St.
Pharmacy
10th Et Santa Clara

LET’S FACE IT

KSJS returns to the airwaves

with ’creative, diverse’ program
By Louise Ransil
At 6 a.m. January 28, KSJS
190.7 FM), returned to the
airwaves after six weeks of
silence.
As the "on the air" sign
flashed, Jay James of KSJS
welcomed
back
KSJS
listeners from the studio
located in the Speech and
Drama Building.
"We had to suspend

XEROX
COPIES
EA.
AMERICAN COPY
273 E. San Fernando
Next to Peanuts
295-7778
Bring this coupon,
loose sheets 81/2 x 11.
Offer expires Feb. 29, 1976

broadcasting for awhile
because of semester break,"
explained Rod Flores,
station manager, "but we
got rolling again as soon as
our staff was back in school.
I think we’re off to a good
start."
A staff of 27 volunteer
broadcasters, 23 men and
four women, work regular
four hour shifts on the air.
According to Flores, the
"DJ’s", all SJS students,
have a wide variety of
backgrounds.
"Of course we do have
some broadcasting majors,"
Flores said, "but we also
have business majors,
psychology
majors...actually people from almost
every area of study here at
KSJS."
"We try to take advantage
of the variefy in our
broadcasting staff by letting

HUNTERS
we sell more than
typewriters
At Hunters Office Equipment we may specialize
in selling typewriters at a reduced rate; but our
main business is satisfaction. Satisfaction that
guarantees quality beyond compare.
Whether you’re in the market for a new or reconditioned typewriter or adding machine stop
in and see us. We’re open MondayFriday from
8:30-5:00 p.m. or call us at 294-2091.

air
personalities
independently pick their own
types of programming,"
stated
Roland
Shutt,
program director.
"We have a really good
latin program, a jazz block,
a classical music program
and a regular religious

ir-isic program," said Shutt.
"We carry San Jose City
Council live on Tuesday
nights, SJS sports and
news," Shutt said. "We even
hope to do some special
programs
such
as
documentaries
this
semester.

See A Movie
Associated Students present,.

Wednesday Cinema

Blazing Saddles
Mel Biooks’ uproarious, contagious, outrageor,
and even vulgar spoof of a western comedy.

93 minutes
February 4
Morris Dailey Auditorium
500 3:307:00 10:00 500
Next week

I lie Godfather

Associated Students
and New College present

Films of Luis Btaiuel
Bunuel’s first Mexican film. It is an anti-establishment comedy that follows all the canons of
The commercial Mexican cinema. 90 minutes..

February 5
Education Building Room #100
Free!
7:00 pm
Free!
Next week: Los Colvidados

Associated Students presents

COMPLETE STOCK
OF ARTIST’S MATERIALS

Monday Foreign and Classics
FebruaryMusical Month

OKLAHOMA!
Gordon MacRae and Shirley Jones in Rogers and
Hammerstein’s hit musical of a rivalry romance
in 19th century rural America. 113 minutes

!Ma

71 East San Fernando

February 9
Morris Dailey Auditorium
500 1 in 7:00 10:no 500

, ....

Headed tor southern
,- California9 Cali your campus
rep or PSA and tell them you
want to buzz off PSA gives you a lift
,

foloir9BOOK
On Tenth Street

294-9131
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Cagers win two over weekend
By Rial Cummings
It was a beautiful weekend
for basketball.
Thursday night, before
3216 screaming fans and one
courageous official, SJSU
defeated UC Berkeley 82-80
at Harmon Gym.
Saturday evening the
Spartans blitzed Pacific 8771 at Civic Auditorium.
Thus, in three days. coach
Ivan Guevara’s squad increased its respect considerably around Bay Area
basketball circles while
improving its PCAA record
to 2-1.
Guevara explains
Before conference play
began, Guevara gave a very
direct formula for the
Spartans’ success.
"We’ve won games so far
because we’ve shot well," he
said. "When we haven’t,
we’ve lost-it’s as simple as
that."

Ifli lose
Forward Earl Hogue clutches rebound, framed by a pair of UOP defenders.

SJSU now stands at 12-5 for
the season. Not surprisingly,
the Spartans are shooting
around 55 per cent from the
floor as a team, which puts
them in the top five
nationally in field goal accuracy.
And they shot brilliantly
against both California and

Beat UCSC in battle of sexes

Women surprise men fencers
The SJSU womens’ fencing
team, ignoring all of the
rhetoric of male superiority
in sports, did their part for
womens’ liberation this past

Saturday as they defeated
the Santa Cruz All-Cal mens’
foil champions 5-4, in an
exhibition at Santa Cruz.
This exhibition was the

Sign-ups underway
for volleyball, soccer
Sign-ups are being taken
for men’s, women’s and coed intramural six-aside
today
from
volleyball
through Feb. 13.
There will be a meeting for
representatives of each team
on Feb. 14 at 4 p.m. in the
Pacheco Room located in the
student union.
League schedules will be
given out at this meeting.
Students and faculty may

sign up individually or as a
team.
The AS. Leisure Services
office will also be sponsoring
a soccer league and sign-ups
will be taken through Feb.
11.
A captain’s meeting will be
held on Feb. 12 at the leisure
services office for all teams
participating.

"It really felt good to beat
highlight of the competition,
which was preceeded by the men," said the enSJSU victories in two of the thusiastic D’Asaro. "I feel
three mens’ intercollegiate that women can compete
matches, as well as a 9-0 equally with men."
Another girl who must
Spartan whitewash in the
womens’ foil competition. agree is the number two
Gay D’Asaro was the hero woman fencer on the
for the Spartan women as Spartan squad, Vin Hurley,
she won all three bouts who won two of her three
against the men by scores of matches against the Santa
Cruz men.
5-0, 5-3 and 5-4.

ATTENTION:
GRADUATING SENIORS
The University of Santa Clara offers a unique graduate
program leading to a Master of Science Degree in Applied
Economics. The program is job oriented; it is of short
duration (9-12 months on a full time basis); it can be taken
on a part time basis; it provides students with an opportunity
to devote part of their effort to the study of a business field;
it exposes students to the use of computers; and it does not
require a bachelor degree in economics for admission.
For further information and application forms write or call
the Director. Master of Science Degree in Applied Economics,
Graduate School of Business and Administration, University
of Santa Clara, Santa Clara, California 95053. 984-4341

sports
time expired, closely pursued by a group of Cal
players and fans.

UOP.
Gym
was
Harmon
seething moments after the
final buzzer Thursday when
referee Jack Ditty ruled the
Bear’s Connie White scooped
in the tying basket a splitsecond too late.

They weren’t seeking his
autograph.

SJSU, behind the superb
play of Ronnie Fair 122
points), Ken Mickey (16) and
Steve Sincock (16), never
trailed after Earl Hogue’s
layup gave the Spartans an
18-17 lead with 13:20
remaining in the first half.

Officials help
An aggressive full court
press and some remarkable
leniency by the officials
allowed Cal to pull within 82,80 with six seconds left.
Mickey missed what could
have been a clinching free
throw, Bear guard Rickie
Hawthorne launched a
desperate pass from midcourt and White flipped in
the ball directly,. in front of
the basket.
And in front of Ditty, who
beat a hasty retreat after
ruling the basket came after

You’ll increase your reading speed
50 to 100, on the spot!

Today and Tomorrow
at 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm in San Jose at Howard
Johnsons on North First Street and in Palo Alto
at Rickey’s Hyatt House on El Camino.
EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

PRICE SALE!)
VOU JUST WON’T BELIE v k
OUR REGULAR, LOW PHICE
$10 $15 Shirts for
$5.95
$1(420 Shirts for
$7.95 & $995

Doe.
rj 18:1

ip[m;..H. I
gi2.EPDRAIFsEJI.:,"271,n71:7:17’

near San Jose State

510 South Tenth Street 110th & Williams) San Jose 295 0144

classifieds
-- PART-TIME JOB Misc. work 2 mi. to
campus includes clerking in store,
deaninp and scrubbing. Pay Is $2.50.
hr plus free rent on apt. Call only
between 6.7 pm. Mon Sat 786.2404.

announcements
WANTED: 3-SPEED B1KE.000d
condition. Call 297 0861 after 6 Pm.
SELF-HYPNOSIS Cassettetape and
book of instructions teach you to safely
and effectively use the technique to
achieve goals of memory, con
centration, weight lass and others.
Professionally developed and proven.
$9.00 plus 6 per cent sales tax 159.54
total) to: Management Awareness
Inc., P0500 1567, San Jose, CA 95109.
WOMAN AND CHILD IN SAN TOMAS
AREA NEED rkle to and from SJSU 93:1S T&Th. 9.12:30 F. Call 374.4376.

Sandwiches. in-sprout. avocet!. &
tomatoes. Delicious fruit and soup,
clam chowder and milkshakes. 126 E.
San Salvador.
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
hours! Mon, Toes, wed, Thurs. 11AM
8PM. Fri. 11AAA lOPM without band.
With band tit 1:30AM. Reduced prices
during happy hours. 1.6 daily; 5 cents
off glass, 25 cents off pitcher. The
Spartan Pub -home of the 12 oz.
draught, edibles, notables, potables,
Peanuts! Hours for the Great Savory
Soup, Salad and Sandwich Society are
I IAM /PM Monday Friday

Free room and board for female
private room.in exchange for cooking
evening meal for 2-have no children
238.2247.
JOBS. Wanted: cocktail waitress.
bartender, doorman, experience nec.
The Wooden Nickel, 2505 The
Alameda. Call Al or Dick 247.0552.
OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or
permanent EurOpe, Australia. S.
America, Africa. etc. All fields, $500
$1200 monthly. Expenses paid.
sightseeing. Free info. -Write: In
ternational Job Center, Dept. SM, Box
4490, Berkeley, Ca. 94704
SALES-Honda Cycles. Pref. Grad
Student, Weekends, Aft. Summers
Most have retail & cycling exp. We
train. Bruce 941 2177

housing
Christian, female roommate to share 2
brm apt w 3 others, 553 75 plus share
of utilities../ black from campus. Call
Lynn 195.5430. Move in now,
live,
place
to
delightful
A
coeducational, especially nice rooms
tor girls. 998.0803, 234 So. 11th St.

Honda 12-500cc. Excelent cond. Never
hurt New tune tire.lube. )(Vas Incl.
1930 rain 5950 shine. Mitch 295.3919.
NOVUS
4510
Mathematician
Calculator. Trig functions, logs,
accurn. memory. 2.1 mos. old; w
adaptor. Asking 1.45. Als0; General
Chemistry Text. 258.2219.
Rossignol skis salamon 444 binding
caber boots, brand new, used twice
only. Must sell. Best offer. Paul 297
8737.
New (used 5 times) HP 55 calculater.
Price $300 Call 257 1225.
Down Jackets 540 and Vests $20.
Custom made Call Libby Freeman
144 0997

CASH FOR QUALITY USED BOOKS
I RECORDS Recycle Bookstore, 98
E San Fernando. Corner of 54 and
San Fernando. 286-6275.
TYPING IBM 60 N 3 No. 823. 287.4355.
GETTING MARRIED? DISCOUNT
FLOWERS guarantees you the most
beautiful briday bouquets and wed.
ding decorations. Whether your ,
wedding Is a small one era large one
you should know we have been savinte
our customers 3050 per cent off florist ,
prices! Why pay more for tess’Y
Complete floral service. 12 years cop
Call for free estimate. 996.1252.

WOMEN! JOBS ON
MEN!
SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay
Worldwide travel. Summer lob or
career. Send 53 for info. SEAFAX,
Dept B H. Box 7049, Port Angeles,
Washington. 98326

Find it fast
with a
Spartan Daily

Female to share furnished apt with
same Own rm I ,blk to SJSU, $73
011 paid After 7 pm 1932891

LOST-SJSU GOLD LADIES CLASS
RING Reward offered Call 277 2222
6prn call NB 7136 Mona

(-Classified Rates
One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

S1.50
2.00
250
3.00

200
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2 75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3 90

2.50
3.00
350
400

Each additional line add:
50
.50
50

50

50

(Count aporox 37 leite(s and spaces to,

Phone

Print name

Minimum Three Lines One Day

Wanted

ii Housing
ii Lost and Found
Personals

classified ad!
Print Your Ad Here:

Each
addi
trona!
day
35
35
35
35

Semester rate tall issues) $25.00

For Sale

INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE. snort:’
form hest $3.00 Tues. & Wed. niteS &
Sat. Call 374.57841.

REMEMBER THE SHAMROCK VI
NEED WRITER for book accounting
this ships adventure Call Don Bogdan
277.3446.

ROOM FOR RENT, Clean, private,
055-MO. & up. 461 S 6111 St 998 ;117
Kitch. pelt’.

Whitewater River GuideS. Ap
plications available In Placement
Office Training Program

Enter tainment

DESIGNER TYPE NEEDS MKTG.
TYPE PARTNER to help sell consumer ideas and or match a mfg. to a
selling orgn, so a mktg. cycle Is
complete & royalties received. NO $
needed Jolt gluts & a marketing 6th
sense Call 570S906.

WOMAN 25 OR OLDER WANTED TO
SHARE deluxe duplex in Les Gatos.
Prefer grad student or someone who
works nights. 3561161 after 6 p.m

lost and found

Check a Classification
Announcements .. Help

From loose sheet originals. Self .Serve
IBM copies 3, cents ea. w free sorting
between 5.8 pm with a 52 annual.
student discount card available eit:
KOPliSYSTEMS, 372 E Santa Clara:
St (I blk from campus) 294-0600 or
leave your work for us to do at 4 cents
ea copy 150 cents minimum sale)

NUMEROLOGY CHARTS DONE BY
LITTLE BILLIE Phone 2070465 after
5 pm

DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE, West
Hall: 150.00 off Prorated value. Phone
265 8045.

Dog found near Duncan Hall on Jan
26. Call 277 2978 days or 297-7414 rotes.
Ask for Chuck.

Automotive

Experienced Thesis Typist Masters
Reports -Dissertations--Marianne
Ave.
EscObar
Tamberg -137
Telephone. 356-4240. Los Gatos

bdrm. house, dbl. gar., 1 block to
SJSU. Prefer 3-4 resp. fern. stud. Call
12.9 pm. 197 7679.

help wanted

lines
lines
hoes
lines

TYPING IBM
COLLEGIATE
SELECTRIC II Turabtan Methods,
theses, term papers, legal exp.. short
notice OK. Fremont area, fast
reasonable Judy 797 6375.

"Who’s Josh? I hate mysteries!"
Signed Sherlock Holmes.

PRIVATE ROOM for girl. Full home &
kit. privileges. I bl to campus, 575.
Harry’s Girls, 4265. 7th St. 258.1276,
--- Christian S OOOOO I Center-- Furn.
s10610 apt 585: sleeping (Wm 140girls only -detached bath, cleaning
free. 247.9044.

TEACHERS at all levels. Foreign 11,
Domestic Teachers. Box 1063, Van
couver, Wash. 986/0.

3
4
5
6

MEI=

personals

I room pats, good location, room and
board, 155 So. 11M. 297.9976. Male only,
S150.rnonth. Excellent living cond.

THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI LESSONS

YOU WILL LEARN:

=CM

Joe and Jim’s Auto Repair Brakes,
tune ups. etc Amer. cars. 4560. San
Calyador, 294 8493.

Corm tot Stini.Lewon end line out It ,f,.. to you and you will Neve with a
better understanding of why it works One Ming that might bother you about
SYM" reeding speed is that someone ought ftnd out how stow it is The
Innruetors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Drum.c, Free Speed Reading lissom
will let you kem your secret it’s true we pram. theft,, step to improved
reeding at Mini Lemon end we will rnoreeee yOUr reading speed on the soot. Nit
the results will ’mum your secret Plan to attend a tree Mini Lesson end tern
that,, rs possible to teat 3 4 $ times faster, with cornperoble comprehension

IT

Buy ONE shirt at our

automotive

Ming-the place to lwrn more about it is et afros speed reeding *eon
This is the earn. courw President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff bike.
The tuff of Prehdent Nixon camping’) Mos mune in June 1970. The same one
Samtors and Congressmen have taken

C?

1/2

for sale

tout.,, do it, too So far over 550 000 other people have done it People who
twee different lobs, different lO,. drderent mterests. different educations have
completed the course Cu, gradualer are people Irorn ell walk, of hie Thew
people haw all Pato
Cowie deveroped Sn Eveivn Wood,
prominent
educator Practically allot them at least tripled their reading weed with woe!.
better comprehension Most have increased 1 even mate
Think for a moment whet that means. AU of them- even the slowed -now reed
an worse& novel in less than two hours They read an entire issue of Time or
Nws in 36 minutes They don’t ekip or skim They read every word. They
ow no eleditererl. Infield, they St ase materiel they’re reeding determine how
I.,, they read. And mark this well INN actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they reed slowly That’s rod They
understand more They remember mote. They enjoy mom Too c.n dr, hr came

C?

Sincock sizzles
The 6-8 junior forward
from Long Beach left the
Tigers with a severe case of
shell shock, bombing in 27
points over UOP’s 1-2-2 zone.
Sincock hit 13-of-17 shot
attempts as SJSU shot 62.3
per cent from the floor. (The
Spartans had shot 61 per cent
against California.)

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Auoss
With More Impact Than The Mane

1

Buy it, sell it,
see it, say it
with a Spartan
Daily classified
ad-every day!

IT

Only Quinn returned
Saturday night, but Sincock
was on hand, and as it turned
out, that was enough.

They built the margin to
10-points several times
midway throughout the
second half, before the Bears
awakened
from
their
hibernation to transform the
finale into a knuckle
chewer.

Mickey 10, and Hogue, who
wowed the Berkeley crowd
with some crashing spikes,
pulled down eight rebounds.

f,A DON’T PAY TO HAVE
44 YOUR TAX PREPARED

It was only the Spartans’
fifth victory in 19 meetings
with the Bears, and all the
more surprising considering
injuries had taken Rick
Quinn ( rash), Steve Friar
(sprained ankle) and Mark
Tanner ( Achilles tendon) out
of action.

Student Oental Plan-Enroll "now".
information
and
Applications
Associated Students office or 3714811.

It Sounds
Incredible

Gary Eubanks, starting
for Quinn, scored 12 points
and drew the biggest ovation
of the night when he
recovered from a hard fall to
the floor in the second half
and sank the ensuing free
throws. He grabbed seven
rebounds and passed out six
assists to complete an outstanding effort.
Fair added 14 points,

Set vices
Transpor1,1111111
Travel

Address
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

EnCloser1 is S -For -Days
Deadline, two days pilot to pub
hcation
’Consecutive pubircation dates on
ly
’No

refunds

on

i atirelled

ads j
"’"’

Page 6, February 3, 1976
OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT
YOUR BOOK BUYING BUDGET

Five groups protest

Old Ports of if,. Southwest C:erg SI?
$4.95
lamrsoplonts
Indoor
Orardawdos. ilin,
$3.93
Tweets by Poncho Gonzalo,
One 5393,
$1.91
Dranowar Awoke o good.
to Drpm stody by Noe $how
$1.93
Prewar-was IL Pickles over
SC re.rpen
$3.93

arming campus cops
By Steve Forsythe
The Chico State Strike
Collective, along with four
other concerned groups,
attended the Jan. 28
California State University
and College (CSUC) Board of
Trustees meeting in Los
Angeles in an attempt to
persuade the board to
overturn Chancellor Glen
Dumke’s executive order
228.
The order requires all
campus police to wear
firearms on a 24-hour basis.
The organizations are

seeking a "local option"
rule, leaving the decision of
sidearms to the student and
academic administrations.
The five students who
represented the Chico State
Collective, Dirk DeLu,
Charmaine Delmatier,
Marion Forney, Norma
Gottlieb and Honest Savage,
presented a three and a half
page report to the trustees
concerning the removal of
guns from campus.
"In order to make a
decision, it should be made
by those of the campus

Man phones
bomb threats

Science fiction invades classroom
No, it isn’t -Mars Attacks, but it is Dr. Timothy Drescher or the English Department
promoting his science fiction class, English 125. Student Mark Harley keeps a watchful
. ye.

8th St. Angola teach -in
baskets slated for tonight
shifted
The South Eighth Street
basketball courts became
basketless last week as the
goals were transferred to the
volleyball court on South
Seventh Street.
The move, in conjunction
with the landscaping of San
Carlos, South Eighth and
South Ninth Streets, was
prompted by the dangerous
playing conditions of the
former courts. Play was
made extremely hazardous
by "elms, crowned courts,
curbs and rough surfacing,"
Byron Bollinger, superintendant of buildings and
grounds, admitted,
Last summer’s injury of a
non-student and his subsequent lawsuit against
SJSU because of the playing
conditions hastened the final
decision for the move,
The plaintiff’s name and
the details of the suit cannot
be released while the case is
still pending, according to
University Police

U.S. activities in Angola
will be the subject of a teachin 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
S.U. Umunhum Room.
Sponsored by the Young
Socialist Alliance (YSA ) and
the Student Committee
against Racism, the teach-in
will include guest speakers,
a slide show and a

Speech
reslated
Due to an unfortunate
error in editing, the Sunday
edition of the San Jose
Mercury-News incorrectly
stated
that
President
Burizel’s bicentennial lecture
on "Rescuing Equality"
would be held Tuesday
February 3.
The lecture will actually
be held at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
Feb. 10 in the SJSU Concert
Hall.

discussion.
Featured speakers will
include Nation of Islam
Minister William 20X, Roy
Smith, an instructor for the
Afro-American Studies
Department and Tony
Thomas, a member of the
Socialist Workers Party and
editor of "Black Liberation
and Socialism."
"We think what is needed
right now is a campaign on
the level of the anti-war
movement," said David
Keepnews, history junior
and YSA chairman.

Thomas, a staff writer for
the weekly Militant, has
written regularly about
Africa and Angola. He has
traveled throughout the
United States, Canada,
Europe and the Caribbean
lecturing
on
Black
Liberation and working as a
journalist.
He is also the author of "In
Defense
of
Black
Nationalism" and "Marxism
versus Maoism."

By Kevin McCarthy
"We have a small lead that
we cannot disclose at this
time," Larry James said,
adpolice
university
ministrative officer, concerning Friday’s four bomb
threats involving three
different buildings, all apparently by the same caller.
"These look like the work
of a prankster," said James,
and are the first threats we
have received this year."
The university police’s
long day began at 8:35 a.m.
Travis,
when
Lillian
secretary in the Business
Tower, received a call from
an unidentified male who
said, "A bomb will go off in
five minutes."
Both the Business Tower
and the Business Classroom
Building were evacuated and
searched but nothing was
found.
At 8:40 a.m., Maria Cordova, secretary in the
Education
Building,
received a call from apparently the same unidentified male who said, "A
bomb will go off in five
minutes."
Again, the university
evacuated
and
police
searched the building, finding nothing.
One hour later, at 9:40
a.m., Lavonne Simpson,
secretary in the Music
Building, received a call
from an unidentified male
who said, "A bomb will go off
in the Music Building in five

minutes."
Because there are two
adjoining Music Buildings,
both had to be evacuated and
searched and again nothing
was found.
Because of the bomb
threat, Dr. Howard Burman,
in
professor
assistant
theatre arts, was forced to
dismiss 150 students in his
"Arts of the 20th Century"
class, in progress in the
Music Building Concert Hall.
"I can’t think of anything
that makes me more angry,"
Burman said. "The threats
are totally despicable, very
annoying and rob everyone
involved."
The fourth and final bomb
threat of the day occurred at
12:27 p.m., when Education
Building secretary Cordova
again received a call from an
unidentified male who said,
"A bomb will go off in five
minutes."
Again, the university
and
evacuated
police
searched the building, finding nothing.
Study in
Guadalajara, Meitico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL a fully accredited ufru
VERSITT OF ARIZONA program, all
otter July 5-Au5ust 13 anthropo
ogy, art, education folklore, history, political science. language and
literature Tuition and tees 5195
board and room vrith Mexican family
5280 Write to GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL Office of Ilter
national Programs. Univeisth o’
Anton., rrr
Anzr-rnA

community,"
said
Delmatier.
The four groups which also
sought this decision were the
CSUC Student President’s
Association, United
Professors of California,
Student Academic Senate
and Council of Presidents.
According to Delmatier,
the reaction of the trustees
was "hostile and unconcerned." Their attitude
was typified by a statement
from Trustee Charles Luchman.
"I hope I don’t live to see
the day when a decision is
made by a one-man, one-vote
basis," Delmatier quoted
Luchman as saying. "I move
that
we adjourn the
meeting."
At this point, the trustees
left after only hearing the
Student President’s
Association and the Chico
Strike Collective. Delmatier
said the other groups never
were allowed to present their
arguments.
No decision was made by
the trustees as they moved
on to other issues when the
meeting reconvened the
following day.
A report read and compiled by Dale Banner, a staff
member of the trustees,
contained vital statistics
concerning crime in the
Chico State campus area.
Using this report, the
trustees justified, for the
present time, to let the
executive order stand as is.
"My final statement is
we’re on strike, that’s it!
We’re on strike and we’ll be
on strike until we get local
option," Delmatier declared.

Dolls A Doll Houses al col
or feu
$1.911
WSW 45(.1
How t P.
olio, WO COW S block II ohm
$1.9
Auld* to llorwoompo irdeu

$2.73

preffflid,

Ships Through if,. Apr.*

in "314,

$3.9 5

Ovorcom
$4 95

Arthritis crr 4
Now 11.98

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travisi Biography Chlidrisn books III1I0lan Music
Art. etc Get thiss nv books at gargnin PrIcs NOW., Son
J... Book Shop CONS WIRY FOR A GOOD CHOICI.

IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
Ask iss about I, shancs aria tir ,on giv you immodlot
act title ond availability it w
Information as to pric
don’, Itay I, w con gat it to, you prOrTopfly.

5ellte0K SHOP
119£. SAN FERNANDO
295-5513

Open Thuts
hI 9 PM.

Presented by Associated Student Body,
San Jose State University
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The West Coast Premiere
Of A Fantastic New Play

CHECKOUT
YOUR MIND
Written and Directed by Dr. Willie L. Williams
Musical Selections by New Vision Coalition
Thursday Feb. 5, and Friday Feb. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday Feb. 7 at 2 p.m.

STUDENT LJNION BALLROOM
Tickets $2 at A.S. Business Office
Ar****** ****** **** **********-** * *

Associated Students Positions
Academic Fairness Committee
2 seats

A.S. Budget Committee
2 seats

Hears complaints and charges of
violations of student rightsgeneral
and specific issues involving curricular mattersmakes recommendations for redress to the Academic
Vice-President.

Committee for expenditure budget
of Student Body Fund. Must have
some knowledge of organizing a
budget
Applications taken until Tues.
Feb. 10.

Applications taken until Tues.
Feb. 10,
Contact A.S. Personnel Officer, Pamela Wade
A.S. Offices 3rd level, Student Union, or call 277-3201.

Our College Plan.
Via month buys all the bank you need.

111111111

PEANUTS
Fine FoodMade to Order
Come in for

Bank of America’s College Plan is a complete banking
package just for students. It’s simple. convenient.
economical and includes everything you’re likely to
need. Here’s what makes it so useful:

Qi(1

THE $1.05
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
You’ll be back for

a

THE $1.40
LUNCHEON SPECIALJ
Hours Open
6:30 am -10 pm Mon-Thurs
6:30 am -5 pm Fri

Happy Hours
2:00 pm -6 pm Mon -Fri
9:00 pm -10 pm Mon-Thurs
Beer and Wine
275 E. San Fernando
Between 6th & 7th
,1( r oss from Dudley VI.f,r ehead

1. The College Plan Checking Account.
Unlimited checkwriting for just $1 a month. With
no minimum balance required. And no
service charge at all for June. July. August,
or for any month a balance of $300 or
more is maintained. You get a statement every month. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance. saving you the
trouble of having to close it in June
and reopen it in the fall.
2. Personalized Checks.
Yours inexpensively. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.
3. BankAmericard.
For students of sophomore
standing or higher, who qualiht the College Plan can also
include BankAmericard. It’s
good for tuition at most state
schools. check -cashing identification and all types of purchases.
Parental guarantee is not required.
And conservative credit limits help you
start building a good credit history.

4. Overdraft Protection,
Our Instant Cash helps you avoid bounced check,.
by covering all your checks up to the limit of your
available BankAmericard credit.
5. Educational Loans.
A Bank of America specialty. Complete details arc
available from any of our Student Loan Office,
6. Savings Accounts.
Lots of plans to choose from. all provid
ing easy ways to save up for holidays
and vacations
7. Student Representatives.
Usually students or recent graduates
themselves. our Reps are located at all
our major college offices and offer
individual help with any student
banking or financial problems.
Now that you know what’s in
cluded, why not drop by one of
our college offices, meet your
Student Rep, and get in on our
College Plan. $1..a month buys
all the bank you need.

Depend on us. More
California college
students do.

111
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BANK0F AMERICA

